Using the Se I 1,961 k spectral line to pump the J = 3/2 component of the v = 3, N = I level of the NO A 2~ + state, we observe the zero-field rho-doubling hyperfine transitions by optical radio-frequency double resonance, The Stark shift of one of the resonance components is measured to determine the permanent electric dipole moment. An analysis of the resonance line shapes yields the following molecular constants: The rho-doubling constant y = -82.91±O.03 MHz; the hyperfine parameters of the 14N nucleus b = 40,29±O.07 MHz, c = 2.25±O.11 MHz, and eqQ = -2.88±O.17 MHz; and the dipole moment f.t = 1.10±O.03 D, where all errors represent three standard deviations. The value of y is explained reasonably well by calculations of the A-X spin--orbit mixing from which we conclude that variations of y with v and N are small. The values of the hyperfine. parameters band c are within 6% and 18% of recent CI calculations by S. Green, while the less well determined values of eqQ differ by about a factor of 2. The measured dipole moment differs considerably from the CI value, f.t O.40±O.1O D. We speculate on possible explanations for this surprisingly large discrepancy.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular Rydberg states have been a source of fascination for many years. The general characteristics of Rydberg orbitals and the variety of couplings with the ion core as a function of 1 and (for diatomic molecules) A have been discussed in broad outline by Mulliken. 1 More precise theoretical calculations have been performed for particular molecular Rydberg states recently. z Interest in such states has also been stimulated by the role they play in ionization, recombination, dissociation, and other rearrangement processes. With the development of techniques for high resolution spectroscopic studies in the vacuum ultraviolet region of the spectrum, the excited states of the NO molecule have been extensively studied. Because the first ionization limit of NO, at 74770 cm-I, falls within the spectral range of these techniques and because the NO· core is a stable closed shell, the Rydberg states of NO are as well known as those of any diatomic molecule. Thanks to the careful work of Miescher and collaborators, 3 numerous sequences of excited states have been identified in which the outer electron assumes hydrogen-like nlA orbitals (n 2: 3) centered about the NO+ core. After certain perturbation interactions are considered, these sequences are found to follow very closely the Rydberg formula where 1I~ is the first ionization limit, R is the Rydberg constant, and a,it is the quantum defect for the lA sequence. While Eq. (1) has been shown to apply reasonably well for the electronic energies, many questions about other properties of Rydberg states remain unanswered. We undertook this study to obtain a set of experimental parameters that could be compared with ab initio calculations for a molecular Rydberg state.
Previously, fine and hyperfine structure measurements of molecular Rydberg states by Dopper-free techniques have been limited to a few states of Hz and D z . 4 USing a variation of the optical-radio-frequency double resonance technique (ODR),5 we have measured the fine structure, hyperfine structure, and Stark effect in the NO A z~+ state. This is the lowest-lying NO Rydberg state and is conventionally described by a 3s<T electron outside the NO+ ion core. However, the interpretation of the measured properties suggests certain departures from this rudimentary description.
The fine structure of the A state consists of the rhodoubling, which splits each rotational level N into two components, J=N±%. The rho-doubling parameter, 'Y, in the case of the NO A state has heretofore eluded the most careful analyses of the optical spectra 6 ; our ODR value, however, is reported to ±0.04%. It appears that for this loosely bound electron, as for most other z~+ states, off-diagonal elements of the spin-orbit operators are primarily responsible for y. With the help of ab initio calculations, we conclude that A -x spin-orbit mixing provides the predominant contribution to y.
The hyperfine structure of the NO A state is characterized by three interactions; Fermi contact, electronspin-nuclear-spin dipole-dipole, and nuclear quadrupole coupling. In these experiments, the spin density at the 14N nucleus dominates the hyperfine structure. The value of the Fermi contact term furnishes a stringent test of configuration interaction calculations. Unlike the situation in alkali atoms or in Hz, the lowest excitation energies for electrons excited from the ion core are comparable to Rydberg excitation energies for NO. Thus Rydberg-non-Rydberg configuration interaction plays a more important role in NO than in H 2 • The experimentally determined Fermi contact term differs significantly from single configuration SCF calculations, but agrees quite well with the CI wavefunction result.
The shift of IF, m) levels in an electriC field is characterized by a permanent electric dipole moment Il, after a small polarizability correction is made. The Stark effect reported here is the first determination of a dipole moment for a molecular Rydberg state. The observed dipole moment differs from a convergent CI calculation for fixed nuclei performed at R = re by more than a factor of 2. We suggest that the mixing of the D'2z:/ (3pu) Rydberg state, lying one electron volt higher, either through configuration interaction at R > re or through nonadiabatic effects, may be responsible for part of the apparent excited state dipole moment. 7 ,8 Presently, we have no confirmation of these possibilities. Consequently, there is a need for additional experiments beyond those that were possible here in order to supply additional confirmation of the experimental value, to obtain, for example, the vibrational dependence of Il, and to shed light on the discrepancy with existing calculations.
The data we present are made possible by resort to relatively new experimental techniques. Recent work on the NO A -x band system has reached what is probably the limit of accuracy of optical absorption spectroscopy. The line poSitions of Engleman et al., 6d which we use in the interpretation of our ODR data, are limited by the Doppler effect to an accuracy of about 0.01 cm-l (300 MHz). A number of techniques have been developed recently which are limited by radiative linewidth, rather than the Doppler width. Laser saturation spectroscopy, level crOSSing, ,and optical double resonance have all been successfully applied to excited states of molecules. 9 However, there are difficulties in applying the previous methods to the NO A state. For example, at present there are no lasers of the desired pumping frequency; the intermediate-field Zeeman effect consists of dense, overlapping lines; and high-field magnetic resonance suffers from poor state selection and hence low resonance intensities.
The technique we have selected utilizes, as in several previous experiments on molecular excited states, optical pumping by an intense atomic spectral line. The 1961 A Se I line happens to coincide with the °p12(~) absorption line in the (3,0) A-X band, thereby selecting the J=!, N= 1, v = 3 level of the A state. 10 To simplify the spectrum and enhance the rf resonance intensities, the hyperfine spectrum is observed by monitoring the fluorescence at zero field, a procedure that has been applied elsewhere with Rb atoms.
ll For the Stark effect measurements, a static electric field is applied across the scattering region, within the rf loop. Theoretical intensities and resonance line shapes for the zero-field tranSitions, including off-resonant interference effects, are discussed in detail in an accompanying paper 12 (hereafter referred to as II). By applying this theory to signal-averaged ODR data, resonance line centers are measured to an accuracy of 50-200 kHz, which is a small fraction of the 2 MHz radiative linewidth.
I. ZERO-FIELD SPECTRUM
A. The energy level structure and rf spectrum of the NO A 2~"state
The A state of NO, like the majority of 2~+ states, is well described by case bB~ couplin~3 for which the rotational spacings are large compared to the fine-structure splittings caused by electron-spin-nuclear-rotation coupling, which in turn is large compared to the hfs splittings caused by electron-spin-nuclear-spin coupling. Of course, in actually computing matrix elements of the molecular Hamiltonian, it is often more convenient to use a Hund's case (a) basis set for which S~, the component of the electron spin S along the internuclear axiS, makes the projection ~.
The molecular Hamiltonain consists of electroniC, vibrational, and rotational terms, plus the following fine and hyperfine structure elements for a molecule in which one nucleus has nonzero spin 14 :
Here, y is the rho-doubling constant,
and
where the argument of the Legendre polynomial P 2 (z)
= (3z 2 -1)/2 is the cosine of the angle X measured from the internuclear axis to the coordinate of the electron, r is the distance between the electron and the nucleus with spin I, \j'2(0) is the probability density of unpaired electrons at this nucleus, IlN is the nuclear Bohr magneton, g r the nuclear g factor, Ilo the electronic Bohr magneton, and N is the nuclear rotation operator. The integrals in b and c are taken over the unpaired electron or electrons, while for q the sum runs over all electrons and the magnetically nonactive nucleus. The term in y, which has the form of an electron-spin-nuclearrotation interaction, has been shown in almost all 2~ states previously examined to arise from off -diagonal spin-orbit interactions with 2n states. 15 In Sec. IV, we show that this interpretation may also be applied to the A state of NO.
"Matrix elements of the hyperfine terms are evaluated by Frosch and Foleyl4a in general and by Radford 14b for 2~ states. German et al. 16 give specialized formulas for N= 1 levels of 2~ states having one magnetically active nucleus with 1= 1, such as applies to 14N A first-order calculation of rf transition intensities for the double resonance technique was used to select the optimum experimental configuration and to assign the observed resonances. A more exact theory that does Because NO has an odd electron, the most convenient rf transition is the magnetic dipole, "electron-spin flip" across the doublets J= N + t and J= N -t. The observed intensity depends on the ability of this magnetic dipole transition to reorient the electric dipole optical transition moment. Intensities may be calculated from the transition elements (illJ. • Brflj) (where IJ. is the magnetic moment operator of the molecule and Brf is the rf magnetic field), the radiative lifetime, and from the denSity matrices for the excitation and fluorescence processes (See Table III of Paper 11). For N= 1 and i= 1, matrix elements for the rho-doublet transitions in a 2~+ state vary from 0.3 lJ.o to 0.8 lJ.o depending upon the strength of the hyperfine coupling. If one neglects off-resonance effects, which contribute less than 10% of the signal, the relative intensity of the zero-field resonance may be calculated from Eq. (17) of Paper II. Figure 1 (lower portion) shows typical results for the relative intensity of the double resonance signals when the rotational branches of the molecular fluorescence are not resolved.
To select the best geometry, such calculations were performed for various orthogonal orientations of the propagation and polarization vectors of excitation and fluorescence, and of B rf . As shown in Paper II, the experimental arrangement that gives the best signal: noise ratio is with the exciting light unpolarized and the fluorescence analyzed for the component polarized along the direction of the rf field. Sufficient state selection is produced with this configuration because the °P12(t) The transition intensities in Fig. 1 were computed with the final values of the molecular parameters obtained in this study. Qualitatively Similar results are expected for any 2~ molecule following case b 8J coupling. Therefore, conclusions obtained from calculations based on preliminary estimates of the molecular parameters were valid once it was established that this coupling scheme did apply.
B. Experimental
The technique employed in this study utilizes a selenium lamp optical pumping source; a scattering cell, including Stark plates when desired; an rf oscillator to provide a constant rf field of -1 G over a 10-30 MHz scan; photodetector; and signal averaging equipment.
The atomic lamp was an electrodeless discharge tube containing selenium vapor with 0.5 torr argon buffer gas. A 120 W 2450 MHz magnetron was the power supply. Because of the relatively high vapor pressure of selenium (1 torr at 350°C), the lamp output tended to be rather unstable except with a carefully regulated cooling air stream and long equilibration. At best, there were 5% output variations over an hour. Under optimum conditions, the 1961 A line, with other members of the 4p3 5s 3S _ 4p4 3 P triplet, constituted the only spectral features observed with a scanning monochromator over the range of maximum sensitivity of the phototube. Therefore, even without bandpass filtering of the exciting light or of the fluorescence, the instrumentally scattered light was only 10%-20% of the fluorescent light despite the relatively weak °P12(~) (3,0) pumping transition.
For the zero-field experiments, the nitric oxide was contained in a 1 in. diam pyrex tube with a Wood's horn that was abruptly tapered so as not to extend into the region of higher rf electric field (see below). Quartz windows were epoxied to front and side apertures. The NO was maintained approximately at average pressures of 25-150 mtorr, measured by a Pirani gauge with air calibration. Because of photodissociation losses, however, there was a 15%-33% decay of the NO density per hour. Although the bulb was refilled periodically during long signal averaging, accurate pressure dependence of the linewidths could not be obtained with this arrangement, and is not reported here.
Because of the excellent state selection of the J= i, N= 1 hfs components via the °pd~) transition, no polarizer was needed on the pumping light. For the fluorescence, which was most intense in the (3,1) and (3, 4) bands at 2050 A and 2450 A, respectively, a selected Polacoat UV-105 polarizing filter, with relatively high transmission (50% of the preferred component) and moderate efficiency (90%) was used. This resulted in a theoretical advantage of 2: 1 in Signal: noise ratio over the detection of unpolarized fluorescence. The optical train also contained quartz lenses and an RCA 1P28 phototube. Observed photocurrents corresponded to about 10 8 photoelectrons/sec. The vital part of the apparatus, however, was the rf oscillator. Several novel features were incorporated in a conventional vacuum tube device so as to meet the requirements of zero-field resonance experiments. The usual variable-frequency oscillator, tuned-amplifier, tuned-load arrangement would have required a complicated ganged tuning mechanism. It was simpler to place the scattering cell in the loop inductor of a single-stage oscillator. In this case, the rf field is quite constant with frequency without adjustment of the input power. A schematic of such a unit is shown in Fig. 2 .
For these experiments, the resonant tank circuit consisted of a copper strap loop inductor and a plunger capacitor with a quartz dielectric (Johanson, JMC 7034) mounted directly on the plate leads of a 5S94 dual tetrode. 17 For the 130-180 MHz range, the strap was 5 in. long, l~in. Wide, with a 1 in. radius of curvature at the cell end. The capacitor variation of 0-10 pF sufficed for this range, while lower frequencies were obtained by adding low-impedance, high-Q fixed capacitors (JFD Electronics Co., UFP) or by lengthening the strap. The use of a broad strap was intended to remove high edge fields away from the cell and to help make the magnetic field as uniform as possible over the scattering region. Modifications of this design spanning the range 20-250 MHz were used in the initial resonance searches.
A 1 G rf magnetic field, directed vertically in Fig. 2 ; was produced with about 12 W input power. Although much of this power is dissipated in the tube itself, in view of a 40 W plate dissipation rating and ample blower cooling, frequency drifts due to thermal effects were less than 1 kHz/h. Because of the simplicity of the circuit, parasitic resonances, observed as waveform distortions on a sampling OSCilloscope, could be essentially eliminated by proper adjustment of the feedpack capacitors. A wire loop probe inserted into the resonance region indicated that over a 20 MHz scan, the amplitude of the rf field is constant to at least the 3% measurement precision of the sampling oscilloscope used as a detector.
Whereas a solenoidal coil produced gaseous discharge 
/ lens in the scattering cell at quite low power levels, the copper strap, which resembles a shorted transmission line, allows for a minimum ratio of rf electric field (which produces discharge) to rf magnetic field. If z is the distance from the shorted end, the amplitude of the rf electric field, E rf , varies as H1 coskz .18 For frequencies of interest, 1/ k == A/21T is > 30 cm. Consequently, a cell of 3 cm length placed at the shorted end is exposed to essentially the peak Hrf amplitude, but less than onetenth the peak value of E rf • From the geometry, it may be estimated that 10-15 A peak rf current in the loop produces 1 G Hrf == H1 at the cell. For a characteristic impedance of about 250 n, one has El == 600 V / cm across the 5 cm strap. Over the cell itself, kz is less than 0.1, so that for Hrr equal to 1 G, Erf is less than 60 V / cm (estimated to within a factor of 2). While this level of rf electric field was tolerable, an increase of 50% by raising the plate input power or the frequency generally led to gaseous discharge breakdown of the NO gas in the scattering cell.
A rough measure of the rf magnetic field strength by Faraday induction gave a value about 20% larger than that obtained from fitting the spectra (see Sec. ill). The fitted values were consistent to 3% between runs and are undoubtedly more reliable because of effects of stray capacitance and inductance on the probe leads that were inserted into the loop.
The scan over frequency was accomplished by coupling the plunger capacitor to a micrometer screw driven by a stepping motor. The motor in turn was activated by programmed pulses from a PDP-SS computer that handled the signal averaging tasks. Each step (1. SO) of the motor advanced the plunger 2.5 Il, and shifted the frequency 10 kHz in the 130-1S0 MHz range, or 3 kHz near 100 MHz. Typically, 35 channels were used per 10 MHz. To reduce the effect of lamp fluctuations, the screen voltage (E; in Fig. 2 ) was modulated at 13 Hz, and the photocurrent was amplified by a phase -sensitive detector whose output was digitized for purposes of signal averaging. All final data points, such as those shown in Figs. 3 and 4, were obtained by averaging up and down frequency scans. At the start and end of each data run, the frequency was recorded at the end points of each channel using a subroutine that advanced the scan one channel at a time, on command. A Monsanto 105 A counter was used. Mechanical hysteresiS, or backlash, in the scanning device was no more than 30 kHz, so that each averaged channel midpoint frequency is accurate to 15 kHz or better. Because of the limitation of the signal: noise ratio, and the large linewidth, it was not deemed profitable to perfect the mechanism beyond this level.
C. Data, analysis, and results power broadening, or by spurious perpendicular components of the rf field. The fact that these discrepancies .occurred conSistently in repeated scans led to the formulation of more complete resonance equations, which are developed in Paper II. Briefly, what is involved is interference between different near-resonant rf transitions. These effects are expressed formally as contributions from elements of the density matrix off-diagonal in F, induced by the rf field. Since these effects depend on frequency, there will be a distortion of the line shape from pure Lorentz character. To calculate this effect, the full interaction Hamiltonian for each m manifold (five states for I m I = t, three for I m I =!) is used, rather than considering each ' pair of resonant states separately. The final analysis was performed with a least squares fitting program based on this approach. The much-improved quality of the fit is demonstrated by the solid line in Fig. 4 . This more complete analysis results in a value for the F= t -!, J=!-t transition which differs by 2 MHz from that obtained from Lorentzian line fits, while the value for the more intense F= !-t, J=!-t line differs by 0.4
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MHz. Since these differences are 8-10 times the experimental errors and are comparable in magnitude to the two smaller hyperfine parameters, the relevance of the improved analysis is clearly demonstrated. Also, the complete theory of the interference effects leads to corrections of 0.08 and 0.1 MHz, respectively, to the apparent centers of the 104 and 146 MHz lines. On the other hand, Bloch-Seigart corrections from the "counter-rotating" component and from rf interactions diagonal in Jwere less than 15 kHz, as discussed in Paper II.
This type of analysis depends on an approximate determination of the experimental parameter B rf • For a "standard setting" of oscillator input voltages, direct measurement ·by Faraday induction with the small loop probe gave 1. 25 G (rms), while least squares fit to spectral scans over the 135-165 MHz region gave 1.06 G. As mentioned previously, the first method is sensitive to stray inductance and capacitance in the probe circuit. The latter method is based on the relative power depen~ence of the intensities and widths of the 146 and 160-161 MHz lines and is sensitive to variations of the field, perhaps even within the 3% limit of detectable variations. A weighted average of 1.1 ± 0.2 G was used in analyzing several runs, such as depicted in Fig. 4 , over the 153-164 MHz region at the "standard" power level. This uncertainty in the field introduces uncertainties of only 0.08 and 0.03 MHz into the extraction of the line centers for the 160 and 161 MHz lines, respectively, which increases their total uncertainties by about 25%. Table I gives the final determinations of the line pOSitions with 3u uncertainties.
To obtain molecular parameters, the zero-field resonance frequencies obtained from the line shape fits were fit to the Hamiltonian by optimizing ,)" b, c, and eqQ. Table II gives the results, with 3 times the standard deviations produced by the fitting program. 19 The quoted uncertainties of the parameters vary because all resonances combine to determine the rho-doubling constant, while differences in the measured frequencies determine the hyperfine constants: in particular, the differences with the most poorly determined line, at 160 MHz, determine c and eqQ.
An approximate value for the radiative lifetime of the upper state may be obtained from the line shape fits. From four scans performed at 25 mtorr NO, an average effective lifetime T = 135 ± 25 nsec is obtained. Because of the photodissociative decay of NO, the pressure effect has not been obtained, as indicated above. A rough estimate of the pressure dependence may be obtained from the Hanle effect data for v = 1; from the most recent study,20 the correction at 25 mtorr is 9%, which can be considered accurate to no more than a factor of 2 when applied to rf tranSitions in v= 3. Consequently, the estimate for the radiative lifetime is T = 150 ± 40 nsec. This value is not accurate enough to verify the suggestion from emission band intensities that the transition moment rapidly decreases beyond r-centroid values of 1. 1 'A.21 It is a reasonable extrapolation from the v = 1 lifetime values of 180± 20 nsec from the Hanle effect,20 and is also approximately consistent with the Hook method oscillator strength measurements. 22
II. STARK EFFECT

A. Hamiltonian matrix elements and computed Stark spectrum
Because the Stark effect of a 2~+ state with hyperfine structure has not been explicitly discussed in the literature,23 and because of questions ariSing from the comparison with fixed-nuclei wavefunction calculations we will review the matrix elements involved. '
The effect of an external field is to mix states of opposite parity. For a 2~+ state, the levels with quantum number N have the parity (_l)N. Second order perturbation terms computed from t>.N= ± 1 matrix elements are entirely sufficient to describe the Stark effect for field strengths employed here.
It so happens that for a 2~+ state, the case a basis 
where the C and W functions are Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coefficients, respectively. The last expression is obtained from the fact that for half -integral J
The second-order Stark shifts are computed by summing over all ~N= ± 1 interactions. Degenerate perturbation theory applies for the case of off-diagonal elements.
24 Thus, the matrix elements of the second-order Stark effect H:> within a given N level are
Because of off -diagonal elements, the displacement of energy levels will not be quadratic with E except in the very low and high field regions. In the latter case, the interaction with the electric field is larger than the rhodoubling and hyperfine energies; therefore the energy levels will correspond to those of a 1:0+ state, for which the Stark shifts Of
are added to the internal energies. Figure 5 shows the transition to the high field limit for an N= 1 level with hyperfine constants as given in Sec. I and with a dipole moment value presented below. The MN = 0 levels deviate upwards, MN =± 1 downwards. The correspondence indicated by Fig. 5 with the high field limits of the 1:0+ Stark effect supplies a corroboration of the computer program used in this work, as well as a clarification of the shifts that occur. However, the highest value of the electric field actually employed for the transition observed here, indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5 , is definitely in the low field region.
To determine which rf transitions may be best observed, the two-level double resonance intensity formula is applied to each appropriate pair of states 26 :
Elements of the denSity matrix pO and measuring operator ;m: for each F, J, m state are given in Table ill of Paper II. The quantities b 12 = (lip.
• HII 2) are the magnetic dipole transition elements. They are determined from Table IV of II after rotation of axes to take into account the experimental fact that the rf field and the static electric field are perpendicular. The resultant spectrum at 5 kV/cm is displayed in Fig. 6 . It is evident that the (9) J=l, F=~, Iml =~-J=%, F=~, Iml =~transition at about 115 MHz is the most useful; it has the greatest Stark shift, is most free of blending, and has the most intensity. For experimental reasons discussed below, only this transition was used to determine the dipole moment. No search was made for the other Starkshifted resonances.
B. Experimental
Measurement of the electric dipole moment by means of the Stark shift requires parallel plate electrodes to produce a uniform constant electric field, oriented so as to permit the existence of an rf magnetic field in the scattering region. The latter requirement essentially precludes parallel orientation of rf magnetic and static electric fields, but presents no difficulties for perpendicular orientation, for which ~m = ± 1 resonances occur. The most intense resonance, given above, is easily observed despite the increased instrumentally scattered light and the restricted view of the scattering region caused by the electrode plates.
The cells used for the Stark effect experiments consisted of a 1 cm slice of H in. square quartz tubing (Wilmad Glass Co.) epoxied between two 0.125 in. X 2 in. x 2 in. flat copper plates. A sidearm on one quartz face serves as a gas inlet. The quartz edges were lapped to parallel so that, in the final version, the plates were equidistant to ±0.02 mm of a 10.93 mm spacing, as measured by micrometer calipers to ± 0.01 mm. For parallel plates separated by one-fifth their width, our calculations 27 indicate that the fringing inhomogeneity over the central scattering region of the dimension of one gap width is <: O. 1%. The major source of error in this deSign, which could be reduced in an improved verSion, arises because the quartz walls are about one gapwidth from the viewing region. Although the quartz C. Stark effect data 4507 dielectric itself, being parallel to the field, would not produce a distortion, the small bead of epoxy dielectric could easily reduce the field by a percent or so, and hence affect the field in the scattering region by perhaps several tenths of a percent. The power supply (Spellman 10 kV model) was stable to 0.05%, the voltage divider (Fluke 80E) was rated at 0.01% accuracy, and the DVM was given a rating of 0.01% by the manufacturer (Digitec, Inc.). Therefore, the error in the value for the electric field strength is primarily determined by the effects of the epoxy seal, and is taken to be ± O. 5% at the 10" confidence level.
--------------------------------.-----r-
The data for the Stark effect consists of four observations of the F=!, J=~, Iml =~-F=~,J=!, Iml =~ transition performed with the cell described above. A typical resonance scan (45 min of signal averaging) for the Stark effect is displayed in Fig. 7 .
In performing the Stark effect experiments, the fluorescent cell is placed in the rf loop shown as in Fig. 2 with the Stark plates vertical. The fluorescence signal is detected by a phototube mounted below so as to look between the plates. The entrance and exit windows of the cell were masked to minimize the scattering of light by the cell into the photomultiplier. An analyzer in front of the phototube selects light polarized parallel to the electric field. With 25 mtorr NO pressure, 10 7 photoelectrons from fluorescent light were detected, as compared with 5 times as many from instrumental scatter, at best. Although the 1961 A light exceeds or is comparable to the photoelectric work function of many materials, including copper, gaseous discharge breakdown generally occurred only after an hour or so of operation with 7 kV applied across the Stark plates, and was attributed to slow outgassing of the cell. In analyzing the Stark effect data, off-resonance interactions (discussed in Paper II) involve a large number of interacting states for the Am = ± 1 transitions.
Because the observed transition has the greatest intensity and is free of blending, the effect of the off-resonance interactions would be expected to produce a displacement of the apparent line center of less than 40 kHz. Line centers were therefore obtained simply by fitting the resonance data to Lorentzian line shapes. The results are quoted in Table ill . The uncertainty in the electric field strength given in Table ill is relative only and does not include the ambiguous effects of the epoxy seal discussed above.
Because of the surprisingly large value of the dipole moment reported below, it is pertinent to add that approximate measurements of the Stark shift were made with a smaller cell, six months previously to those reported in Table IV . Entirely different means of producing and measuring the electric field were used. The two sets of data agreed to within the 10% experimental error of the earlier measurements.
D. Polarizability contribution to the Stark shift
Since Stark effects on the order of 1 MHz at 5 kV / cm have been observed in Rydberg states of alkali atoms, 28 it is evident a small part of the effect observed here will be due to polarization of the outer electron. In accord with the situation in atoms, it may be conjectured that the Rydberg 3s-3p interaction in NO will predominate in the polarizability calculation for the A state. 
where in this case Tj refers to the A 2~. state, and Tj' to either D 2~. or C zIT (v = 3 in all cases). Since the internal energy differences are small compared to the electronic energy intervals, the energy denominators may be factored out for each interacting electronic state. For the interaction with C 2IT, the angular part of the sum in the numerator is exactly that which occurs in the A 2~+ -x 2IT fluorescence measuring operator m, defined in Paper n. Table ill of n shows that the difference of this sum for z polarization between the two levels connected by the observed Stark effect tranSition is 0.18 (I1ACE.)2. For the A-D interaction, the difference in the sums between the two terminal levels of the observed Stark effect is 0.12 (I1 AD E.)2. In view of the energy intervals given in Table IV , the total polarizability effect from these two interactions is AEI>= 2.14x 10..2 MHz/(kV /cm)2.
The uncertainty in this correction due to the uncertainty in Wray's transition moments is probably about 25%.
After subtracting the polarizability effect, which amounts to about a 3% correction, the experimental data are combined with the zero-field data in a least square fitting program. The internal standard deviation for the dipole moment from the fit is 0.002 D (10'). Thus, the major contribution to the uncertainty in the dipole moment arises from the unknown effect of the epoxy seal on the electric field strength, and to a lesser extent from the polarizability correction and from the neglect of rf-resonance effects on the line shape. The result we obtain for the dipole moment is
where the uncertainty is felt to be comparable to three The value obtained for the unpaired electron-spin density at the 14N nucleus, which is derived from b + c/3, may be compared with calculations from SCF or CI the0ry for the lowest 22";+ state of NO. Table II shows that a configuration interaction calculation by Green 31 does indeed result in very close agreement with the experimental value. The difference between the CI value and the single -configuration result 32 indicates that, by this criterion, the A state does involve some excitation of the core orbitals.
For the 14N nuclear-spin-electron-spin dipolar interaction c (defined in Sec. I), the agreement with the CI wavefunction is less exact but not far from the limits of experimental error. On the other hand, there is a significant discrepancy for eqQ, which involves the electric field gradient at the N nucleus from all electrons and the 0 nucleus rather than simply an unpaired electron interaction. The experimental value for the A state is similar to the experimenta1 33 and theoretical values 31 ,32 of eqQo of the X 2n state. While the extraction of this parameter is dependent on the line shape analysis, the sensitivity of this analysis to variations of the rf magnetic field with frequency cannot, to the best of our knowledge, account for more than the quoted uncertainty. It may be that vibronic mixing effects or configuration interaction effects at R >r e , discussed in connection with the Stark effect, are involved here also. It may also be that, as has been noted for the lithium atom,34 calculated values of this parameter do not converge as fast as other quantities as more configurations are included.
B. The rho-doubling constant
The phenomenological spin-rotation interaction 'YN ° S for a 22"; state encompasses several effeyts. In particular, ' Y represents the "true" magnetic interaction between the magnetic moment of the electron and the magnetic field produced by the rotating nuclei (diagonal NoS interaction) as well as off-diagonal spin-orbit interactions with 2n states. Recently, Knight and Weltner 15 reviewed the data for 22"; states and found that off -diagonal spin-orbit interactions estimated from ESR measurements of the g tensor agreed remarkably well with the observed ' Y values. Since our observed rho-doubling constant for the NO A state is an order of magnitude less than for most other 22"; states, it is of interest to examine the relative contributions to the value of i" Furthermore, the identity of the 2n state or states that contribute to'Y is of interest not only to establish spinorbit intermixing in the 22";+ wavefunction but also to estimate the possible Variation of ' Y with v and with N.
The operator needed to compute the diagonal NoS term is given by Veseth 35 as
where (16) (17) and (18) where Zk and Rk denote the charge and center-of-mass coordinate of the kth nucleus, and rj is the coordinate of the ith electron measured from the center of mass.
For the NO A state, the evaluation of Eq. (18) reduces to only the 1)(i) term if we adopt the simple model of a Rydberg 38 electron centered about a unit charge located at the center of charge of the NO· core. Then the summatio~ consists of only one term, with Zk = 1, and R k = 0.14 A, which is the displacement of the center of charge from the center of mass obtained from the calculation of Jungen and Lefebvre-Brion. 36 For this calculation, we use a 38 orbital with a single zeta which reproduces the value of l/r obtained from the SCF calculation.
32 For such a model, in which the core is approximated as a monopole, the dominant term in (17) is the first term, which represents simply a kinematic effect. There is a "reverse Thomas precession" of the s electron with respect to the rotating nuclear frame. The second term in (17) is zero for a spherically symmetric outer electron, while the third term cancels about onethird of the first term. The resultant diagonal contribution to ' Y for this model is 3 MHz. However, the effect of the penetration of the 8 electron into the core is poorly considered in this oversimplified picture.
To continue the multipole expansion, one might arrange a distribution of charges in the rotating frame to reproduce the NO+ quadrupole moment, which has been both measured 3b and calculated.
32 ,36 (There is no dipole moment about the center of charge.) From rough estimates, it appears possible that such charges might produce a rotational magnetic moment whose interaction with the electron spin is larger in absolute value than the monopole result quoted above. At this point, a simple distribution of point charges becomes a dubious approximation, and ab initio wavefunctions are definitely needed. It appears quite unlikely, however, that the interaction (16) would be more than 10% of the rho-doubling value reported in this work.
We are next led to examine off-diagonal spin-orbit contributions to 'Y' The effective spin-rotation constant arising from 22";+ _2n interactions is obtained from Van Vleck 37 : ' Y = _ 2" (:an, v ' IAL+I:a2"; +, v)(2n, v'I BL+122"; +, v) 
In NO, there exist 2n Rydberg states, 2n excited nonRydberg states (of which B 2n is closest to A 22::+) and the X 2n ground state as possible candidates. '
Since Rydberg orbitals have almost exact values for the orbital angular momentum quantum number 1 interactions between the 3s(1 A state and Rydberg np1r 'or nd1r states are expected to be small because the L .. operator will only connect states of equal 1. Accordingly, from SCF wavefunctions, HaU 3s obtains for the A-C (3sa-3p7r) interaction (A zE"IAL .. I C zIT) < 1 em-I. Interaction of the A state with other Rydberg states is undoubtedly even less.
The three lowest non-Rydberg zn states, arising from the configuration·· • {5a)Z (27r)3 (37r)Z differ by two molecular orbitals from A z~+, which has the configuration . 0 0 (5a)Z (27r)4 3sa. Therefore, the matrix element of the one-electron operator BL .. in (19) vanishes unless configuration interaction is included. However, configuration mixing is always present to some extent, and the AL+ operator contains two-electron operators. The possible effect of the B zn state in particular deserves close attention because its vibrational levels are interspersed between those of the A state; even a small interaction could mean that ')I would have a large variation with N and v. Although no A -B interaction has yet been reported, 3g,6d we have reexamined the optical data so as to establish a minimum upper bound for (A zE+I'AL+IB zIT).
The most favorable A -B perturbation actually occurs in v = 3 of the A state, whose rotational levels intersect B Zn(v:; 6) near N= 18. Figure 8 shows energy levels computed from data of Lagerqvist and Miescher 3b and from Engleman and Rouse. 6d Since there is data on the A state through the crOSSing, residuals in the least squares fit to the zE+ Hamiltonian may be examined for evidence of small perturbation shifts. At the top of Fig.  8 we have plotted residuals for the indicated J, N levels averaged from unblended lines of all observed branches in the (3,9) and (3,10) bands. 6e Data from branches such as QI and Qz have been included, since the satellite doublet components are one-third the intensity of the prinCipal line in this region and are spaced nearly a spectral line width apart. The closest degeneracy is clearly that for J= 17.5, N= 18. However, the upper component of B 2n, which lies just 1. 5 cml above the A state level, is primarily zn 3/Z in character; the coefficient of zn 1l2 in the wavefunction is 0.375. Since only the 2n1!2 part of the wavefunction is connected to z~ .. by the AL+ operator, less exact degeneracies with the lower 2n components, which have more zn l/Z character, are almost as sensitive to an A -B interaction. When all such possibilities are considered with respect to the averaged reSiduals plotted in Fig. 8 the N= 1 level is <0.3 MHz. However, in using the value of ')I found for this level to predict rf rho-doubling frequencies for higher N levels, attention must be given to the existence of a centrifugal distortion correction to ')I, as well as to the fact that only an upper bound has been established for the A-B (3,6) interaction.
We next estimate a minimum upper bound on the total contribution of all B zIT (v) levels to ')I. Since the A -B (3,6) vibrational overlap is computed to be 0.075, we obtain from the above bound ( (20) to (19), we conclude that the total contribution of the B state to ')I (v = 3) is < 3 MHz .. This estimate implies that the variation of ')I with v will be very small because close -lying 2IT states do not contribute substantially.
By the preceding process of elimination, we look to the X zrr state as the source of the primary contribution to ')I. Since the X state is a valence state with configuration· •• (5a)2 (27r)4 371', which differs by only one orbital from the A state, it is not surprising that it might provide the predominant coupling of the Rydberg electron with the nuclear frame. Recently, Lefebvre-Brion 39 has computed the pertinent electronic matrix elements from improved SCF wavefunctions. She obtains 
The difference between this and the product of the theoretical quantities, 9.4 cml , may be attributed to the terms discussed previously, to variations of these matrix elements with internuclear distance, and to approximations in the wavefunctions and in the form of the spinorbit operator used. Consequently, we conclude that the observed value of 'Y is substantially explained by offdiagonal spin-orbit interaction with the X 2n state.
Neither the A-X interaction nor the diagonal N' S term will introduce a significant variation of I' with v, This conclusion is consistent with negative results of a search for the rho-doubling transition in N== 10, v== 1, using the Te 2147 ' A atomic line lo as the optical pumping source.
This search employed a transmission line oscillator 40 rather different in concept from the apparatus described above, and more suited to scans in the 400-800 MHz region. Conditions were more than ample for observation of the rho-doubling resonance Signal for values of 11'1' < 74 MHz, yet none was observed. Technical difficulties prevented a search at higher frequencies corresponding more closely to the expected value of I' (v==l)~I' (v==3).
The reported value of the spin-rotation constant is far more precise than any previous determination of I' from the optical spectrum. However, in conjunction with the computation of the residuals presented in Fig.  8 , we have extracted an improved value for I' (v == 3) from the data of Engleman et al. 6e In order to do this, it was necessary to fix the J dependence of the 2n spinorbit parameter, AD, equal to zero, since AD is highly correlated with I' in a simultaneous least squares fit to the upper and lower state energy levels. 24 When the optical data are used in this manner, the uncertainty in the fitted value of I' is substantially reduced from the published results of Ref. 6d. Upon averaging the values from the (3,9) and (3,10) bands, we obtain I' (v:: 3):: -90 ± 15 MHz (30'), which is consistent with the ODR determination.
By using the known value of I' as a fixed parameter in the least squares fitting procedure, it is possible to break the correlation between I' and AD' In this manner, we obtain for the X 2n state, AD (v:: 9) == -9.8 ± 5. ox 10 Veseth. 42 A reanalysis of the optical data for A -X (1, v") bands was also performed to obtain information on the variation of 'Y with V. With AD set equal to zero as above, least squares fits to the data of Ref. 6e for the (1,0), (1,6), and (1,7) bands gave'Y(v== 1)== -92± 58, -37 ±36, and -86 ± 42 MHz, respectively. (30' is given, as in all data quoted in this paper.) Despite its smaller uncertainty, the value obtained from the (1,6) band is questionable because it includes only a few transitions with J' > 20. (States of higher J' are most sensitive to the value of 1'.) Therefore, we conclude that the optical data does suggest that I' varies only slightly with v.
C. The electric dipole moment
The measured value of the dipole moment is certainly the most intriguing of the results obtained from these experiments. If there is not an undetected error in the experimental procedure or in the analysis of the Stark effect, there exists a substantial discrepancy between the experimental result and the convergent fixed-nuclei calculation performed for R == r". While possible contributing factors may be identified, no explanation can be verified at present.
Either from a rudimentary picture of a Rydberg state or from published calculations, one concludes that the dipole moment should be much smaller than our measurements indicate. If the A 2~+ state is described by a spherically symmetric Rydberg electron centered about the center of charge of the NO+ core, then the dipole moment would be zero. Since the SCF calculation of Green 32 gives (r) = 3.1 ' A for the 350' outer electron as compared with r e = 1.06 ' A, the electron will penetrate the core to only a small extent, and therefore the Rydberg-core interaction would produce only a rather small departure from the null moment. This expectation is corroborated by exhaustive configuration interaction calculations for the A state at the equilibrium internuclear distance by Green. 31 The theoretical dipole moment converges to a value of 0.47±0.03 D (WO-) for R = 1.06 ' A. On the basis of a procedure that has been found to be valid for valence states, Green has estimated the effect of vibrational averaging from the variation of the dipole moment computed from SCF wavefunctions at other R values. He obtains by this means J.I.==0.40±0.10 D for v::: 3. The discrepancy with the experimental value reported above,~1.10±0.03 D, is surprisingly large. Until now, theoretical calculations and experimental dipole moment determinations have usually been brought to agreement within 0.1 D or so. (For a list of such comparisons, see the review article by Green. 43) In view of the apparent discrepancy, it might be conjectured that either the Stark effect tranSition has been misassigned, the electric field is incorrectly calibrated, or that there is a numerical error in the analysis. Note, however, the agreement of the experimentallydetermined hyperfine structure parameters with other results of the same ab initio calculation and the agreement of I' with the optical data provide a confirmation of the quantum number assignment of the zero-field resonances. Moreover, because only the J=!,F:::~, Iml =! -J::: L F=!, i m I == i transition moves to higher frequencywith increasing electric field as observed, the assignment of the Stark effect resonance is unambiguous. It is also pertinent to note again that measurements of the Stark shift were obtained six months apart USing different apparatus to produce and measure the electric field; these independent measurements agreed to within their combined experimental uncertainty of 10%. Finally, the computer fitting program, which agrees with the 2l:+ high field limit as noted above, is the same program 44 used by Weinstock and Zare 9 to deduce the dipole moment for the A 2~+ state of OD from level-crossover data. While the OD result differed by 15% from an optical determination and by 6% from a CI calculation, a factor of 2 discrepancy in the fitting program appears out of the question. It would be desirable to have data on the other, less accessible Stark effect transitions indicated in Fig. 6 . However, we are unable to identify a source of error in the experimental data or the analysis to account for the discrepancy between the experimental result and fixed-nuclei ab initio calculations.
There have been no previous dipole moment measurements for molecular Rydberg states. If the discrepancy in 11 is indeed real, we may look for explanation in circumstances that apply in this instance which are normally not Significant for valence states. Two such possibilities appear upon examination of the 2~+ manifold in NO.
As with molecular Rydberg states in general, there exists here a nearby electronic state connected to the A state by a large t:.l = 1 hydrogenic transition moment, as indicated in Table IV. A small s-p mixing could result in an appreciable effect on the dipole moment of the A state. This may be called "dipole borrowing" in analogy to intensity borrowing. Although the configuration interaction calculations have included all such possibilities at R = r the likelihood for 3s a-3p a intermixing would e' 0 appear to be increased as one moves from 1. 06-1. 20 A because of the convergence of several 2~+ potential curves. A recent study by Ben-Aryeh 45 concludes that the shifts of the 3pa D state level from normal Rydberg behavior are consistent with an interaction with the A'2~+ (5a)2(21T)4 6a repulsive state, as previously suggested. 3j Ben-Aryeh derives a parameter for a limited region of the A I state potential curve. These results suggest that the A' state lies 9 eV above the A stoate at 1.06 A, but only 2 eV above the A state at 1. 20 A. There is also available some partial data on the I 2~+ state, 45 a non-Rydberg quasibound state that is assigned the configuration (5a)2(11T)3(21T)2. By comparison with isoconfigurational states, the I state potential curve may be expected to fall from approximately 7 eV above the A state at 1. 06 A to about 2.5 eV above the outer turning point of A (v = 3) at 1. 20 A. In the absence of computational results to the contrary, it therefore appears possible that the effect of configurational mixing could be rather different at 1. 20 A than at R = reo In this case, the variation of 11 with R and hence the vibrational averaging would differ from the estimate derived from SCF calculations of the dipole derivative.
The close proximity of several 2~+ states noted above also may lead to s-p mixing through nonadiabatic coupling. Although direct coupling between the 3sa-3pa configurations by nuclear motion appears to be quite small, it is possible to conjecture that here, too, the I or A' states may act as intermediaries. We briefly present some of the matrix elements involved to suggest further lines of inquiry on this question.
The leading term neglected in the Born-Oppenheimer apprOXimation is the nuclear kinetic energy operator.
As shown by Van Vleck, 46 elements of the form Vl=_~2 <1/v/ a~ 11/'v')(1/la~I1/') (23) are larger by (1fw e / By/2 than higher order terms. Here M is the reduced mass, l1/v) is the vibrational wavefunction for level v of the electronic state 1/, and 11/) is the electronic wavefunction, which depends parametrically on the internuclear distance. Terms of the form Vi will only couple states of the same symmetry. The dependence of the F, J, M quantum numbers will be unaffected and hence one may deal directly with the reduced dipole matrix elements. Intermixing of a state l1/v) by Vi will produce first-order perturbation corrections to the A (v = 3) dipole moment as follows:
The null result for direct 3sa-3pa Rydberg-Rydberg coupling arises from the contradictory selection rules for the two vibronic factors in the sum. In the harmonic oscillator approximation, <1/v'l III A (v = 3» requires t:.v =0, while the factor (1/v'l V 1 IA(v=3» is nonzero only for t:.v = ± 1. Although the empirical RKR potentials for the A and D states depart from harmonic oscillator form and also slightly from each other, we find by explicit calculation of the above elements that the total effect on the dipole moment from Eq. (24) and also may nullify the cancellation effect from the sum over the D state vibronic levels. To calculate such an effect, one would need in addition to potential curves appropriate off-diagonal elements between the relevant 2~+ states: A, D, I, and A'.
Both configuration interaction variation with Rand nonadiabatic coupling will produce a variation of the observed dipole moment with v. As there do not appear to be other coincidences between strong atomic lines and NO absorption lines which pump low N levelS, the technique reported here cannot be used for v'" 3. The development of tunable laser sources below 2300 A or the use of two-photon absorption techniques 48 will make possible a more systematic study of effects that seem to be suggested by the dipole moment measurement reported here.
